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This document is an integral part of the technical document for "Charging Infrastructure" and

“Commercial Construction” is copyrighted. Without written consent, any use outside the strict

limits of copyright law is prohibited. This also applies to the files that are copied, translated, and

photographed, as well as the files that are stored and processed using electronic media. Any

party who violates this regulation is obliged to compensate for the loss!

Purpose of document

This document aims to guide the construction personnel to complete the on-site installation of

3V3i removable locking bollard system.



Installation instructions

Step 1: Pull the cable and hook through the 3V3i HDPE sleeve.



Step 2: Align the holes near the bottom of the HDPE sleeve with the bottom end

of the cable loop.



Step 3: Insert support stake through the HDPE hole and the cable loop.



Step 4: Set HDPE sleeve into foundation hole, and pour concrete according to

engineered specifications.  After concrete curing, cut the excess HDPE sleeve flush

with concrete surface (~4 in.). Attach String to the top end of the cable.



Step 5: Insert 4” Schedule 40 steel pipe into HDPE sleeve. Using the attached pull

string, pull the cable through the steel pipe to the top. The hook wings should be

flush with the top of the pipe for proper installation.



Step 6: Pull the string through the cap slot, and insert the cap onto the end of the

steel pipe. Pull up on the string until the hook extrudes through the cap slot.



Step 7: Attach the combination lock to the protruding cable hook. Wind up the

string and place it next to the combination lock for future removal and

re-installation.



Step 8: Slide bollard cover over steel pipe.



Final installation should be indistinguishable from standard fixed bollards. The

base of the steel pipe should not be visible.


